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Robert Julius Trumpler
and the Cosmos:
The Contributions
of a Swiss American Astronomer
by Kurt Winkler

S wiss American scientists have made many valuable contributions to
a more precise understanding of the universe. Among the most influential of these was the astronomer, Robert Julius Trumpler, who did much
to advance our knowledge of the Pleiades star cluster, the planet Mars,
globular clusters , and the theories of his fellow Swiss American, Albert
Einstein. Trumpler made his contributions at an important time in the
development of astronomical theories that more accurately explained
the nature of the universe, and his advances are still important today. He
is also fondly remembered as one of the most significant astronomers of
his generation . The purpose of this article is to outline Trumpler's life
and to explain the nature of his contributions.'
Robert Julius Trtimpler was born on October 2, 1886 in Zurich,
Switzerland. He was the third of ten children to come to the industrialist,
Wilhelm Ernst Trilmpler, and his wife, Louise Hurter Trilmpler. Robert
described his early childhood in a large family as a very happy one, and
he said his life at that time was cheerful and gay. He especially enjoyed
the summer months at the nearby town of Uster, Switzerland, where his

1

For biographical information on Trumpler, see Harold F. Weaver, "Robert Julius
Trumpler, 1886-1956: a Biographical Memoir," National Academy of Sciences Biographical Memoirs 78 (2000): pp. 276-97; Harold Weaver and Paul Weaver, " Robert Julius Trumpler 1886-1956," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 69, no. 409 (Aug.
1957): pp. 304-7; The Encyclopedia of Science, s.v. "Trumpler, Robert Julius ( 1886-1956);"
Biographical Dictionary of Scientists, s.v. "Trumpler, Robert Julius;" and Dictionary of
Scientific Biography, s.v. "Trumpler, Robert Julius," pp. 474-5 by Sally H. Dieke.
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father owned a cotton mill. The
area was picturesque and ideal
for many outdoor activities.
This experience helped Robert
have a love of nature which he
retained his entire life.
When Robert was six,
he attended school in Zurich. As a precocious child , he
could already read and write,
and he knew much of the materials presented, so he found
most of the course of study to
be dull. Yet when he took the
competitive entrance exam to
attend a school for advanced
secondary education (Gymnasium) at age twelve, his
scores were the highest in his
class. He had high praise for
Courtesy:
the instruction he received in
University of Californiaat Berkeley.
the secondary school, and he
stated he was indebted "to the excellent schooling received during the six
and a half years of the Gymnasium." He said his instructors were, "true
educators, inspiring interest in, and devotion to, learning, and a broadminded approach to life." When one of his classmates gave a presentation
of the Kant-Laplace theory (nebular hypothesis) on the development of
the solar system, Triimpler was very interested, and he began to read astronomical books. His love for nature and learning led him to a life-long
fascination for astronomy.2
Triimpler was also interested in art and literature, but he realized
he was not imaginative enough to make contributions in painting or
creative writing. However, he developed a skill for photography which
later helped him take pictures of celestial objects. After Robert graduated first in his class at the Gymnasium, he followed his family's wishes
and took a job in a bank. This was a poor career choice, and a year later
2
Weaver and Weaver, "Trumpler," pp. 304-5. Harold F. Weaver was Trumpler's
friend, college, and collaborator.
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in 1906, Robert entered the University of Zurich to study physics, mathematics, and astronomy. In 1908, Triimpler transferred to the University of Gottingen in Germany. Among his distinguished professors were
the physicist, Waldemar Voigt; the mathematician, David Hilbert; and
the astronomer, Karl Schwarzschild. Triimpler's Ph.D. dissertation was
an impressive work on the photographically recording of the meridian
transit of stars (Eine Methode zur photographischen Bestimmung von
Meridian-durchgiingen). Triimpler graduated magna cum laude (with
great praise) from Gottingen in November 1910.3
In 1911, the young prodigy joined the Swiss Geodetic Commission . As part of his work, he measured the difference in longitude between the important Swiss observatories, determined star positions, and
devised plans to track the motions of the principal stars in the Pleiades
star cluster. The question of the nature of star clusters was to intrigue
him for many years. At a meeting of the Astronomical Society (Astronomische Gesellschaft) 4 in Hamburg in 1913, Triimpler met Frank Schlesinger, the American astronomer, and the two men discussed the plan to
track the motion of stars. Schlesinger was so impressed with the young
man that a few months later he invited him to come to the Allegheny
Observatory at the University of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania as an assistant to continue his study of the Pleiades. 5
The young astronomer was pleased to accept the position, but his
plans were interrupted when the First World War broke out in August
1914. The Swiss government, fearing that the nation might be dragged
into the war, immediately mobilized the Swiss Militia, and Triimpler, as
a first lieutenant in the Swiss Army, was activated. He was stationed in
the Alps. In the spring of 1915, Schlesinger wrote that he could not hold
the position open indefinitely, and Triimpler appealed to his superiors
that he be allowed to come to the United States. By that time, the fear of
being dragged into a war was much reduced, and the young astronomer
was given permission to leave. He arrived at the Allegheny Observatory
in May 1915 but returned to Switzerland in 1916 to marry his sweet3

Weaver, "Trumpler," pp. 277-80.
For more information on the society, see Felix Schmeidler, Die Geschichte der Astronomischen Gesellschaft: Jubilii.umsband 125 Jahre Astronomische Gesellschaft (Hamburg: sn, 1988).
5
Weaver and Weaver, p. 305. See also Robert Trumpler, "A Study of the Pleiades
Cluster," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 32, no. 185 (February
1920): pp. 43-9.
4
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heart, Augusta de la Harpe. The newlyweds went to the United States
that same year traveling in a military convoy. The couple later had five
children: three daughters and two sons.6
In 1918, William Wallace Campbell recognized Trtimpler's excellent work and offered him a position at the Lick Observatory operated
by the University of California. He was advanced to the position of assistant astronomer in 1920. Realizing that he had a great future in the
United States, Trtimpler became a naturalized citizen in 1921.7 He also
dropped the umlaut from the spelling of his name and became known
most commonly as Robert J. Trumpler.
One of the most intriguing astronomical issues of the time was
Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity which stated in part that
gravity was actually a warp in space-time. This meant that the warp
around a massive object, such as the sun, should bend the trajectory
of light passing near it. However, the brightness of the sun precluded
a measurement of the effect unless the observation was taken during
a solar eclipse . The data acquired during the eclipse of May 29, 1919
seemed to verify Einstein's predictions, but skeptics questioned the accuracy of the measurements, and additional observations were necessary to satisfy all the critics. 8
Campbell chose to take Trumpler with him when he went to Wallal, on the northwest coast of Australia, to take additional measurements
during the total eclipse of September 21, 1922. Trumpler's measurements were the most precise to date. He stated that the deflection of
light on the edge of the sun was 1.75" (1.75 arcsecond) plus or minus
.09 seconds of arc. Einstein had predicted that the deflection would be
1.745 arcsecond. These observations were so accurate that they are still
quoted by many astronomers. 9
6

Weaver and Weaver, p. 306; Weaver, p. 281 ; and Dieke, "Trumpler," p. 474.
p. 28 I.
8 For more on Einstein's early career, see my "Albert Einstein in Switzerland: The
Education of the Most Famous Swiss American," Swiss American Historical Society Review
48, no. 3 (Nov. 2012): pp. 1-17.
9
Robert Trumpler and W.W. Campbell, "Observations on the Deflection of Light
in Passing Through the Sun's Gravitational Filed , Made During the Total Solar Eclipse of
September 21, 1922," Lick Observatory Bulletin 11 (1923): pp. 41-54 and Trumpler and
Campbell , "Observations made with a Pair of Five-foot Cameras on the Light Deflections in
the Sun's Gravitational Field at the Total Eclipse of September 21 , 1922," Lick Observatory
Bulletin 13 (1926): pp . 130-60. See also, The Total Eclipse of the Sun, 1922 September 21
([Sidney] : Sidney Observatory, 1922).
7 Weaver,
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The Solar Eclipse
of 1922. Courtesy :
Powerhouse Museum .

One of the most perplexing questions in astronomy at that time
was the nature of the surface of Mars. The Italian astronomer, Giovanni
Schiaparelli, stated that he had seen "canali" or channels on the Red
Planet. In his book "Life on Mars" (La Vita sul pianeta Marte) Schiaparelli argued that the channels brought water from long distances. The
American astronomer, Percival Lowell, believed that there were canals
on Mars that were constructed by an ancient civilization, and the planet
supported intelligent life. 10
Many astronomers were long skeptical of such claims, but there
was no way to prove the assertions one way or another because even the
best photographs of Mars were too unclear for precise analysis . Lowell
had used a twenty-four inch refracting telescope for his observations,
but Trumpler used the much larger thirty-six inch refracting telescope
at the Lick Observatory when Mars came in to favorable opposition
in 1924. He was surprised to note that the dark markings identified by
Schiaparelli were authentic, but they were not as sharp, straight, or as
narrow as Lowell had stated.
As a perfectionist, Trumpler approached the study of Mars with his
usual attention to detail. He took roughly 1,700 photographs of the Red
10

Percival Lowell, Mars and its Canals (New York: Macmillan, 1907).
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Planet, and he made a careful analysis of about 150 of them that had the
best resolution. These photographs provided reference points that helped
demonstrate the flattening of Mars at the poles. An additional 228 markings
were analyzed, and Trumpler came up with some unsuspected conclusions.
Trumpler thought that the features in question were some sort of natural
phenomenon and were probably volcanic faults. 11 His ideas were at least
partially confirmed when the Mariner 9 space probe went into orbit around
Mars in 1972 and sent back thousands of images of the Red Planet.
The most significant contribution Trumpler made dealt with star
clusters especially their distances, distributions, and location in space.
He argued that the types of stars in star clusters were noticeably different. Some of them had many large blue stars in them , but they had
no yellow stars or red giants. Conversely, many of the star clusters had
many yellow stars or red giants, but they had no large blue stars. 12 These
observations helped other researchers develop widely-accepted theories
on how stars evolve over time.
Trumpler analyzed data he received from the examination of 334
globular clusters. His conclusions were extraordinary and based on an
immense amount of work. He argued that the distances to these objects
had been overestimated because astronomers had not taken into account
some kind of material or haze in interstellar space . Many astronomers
believed that no such material existed, and they completely ignored
all possible effects from it. Trumpler argued that these elements were
absorbing starlight and reducing the magnitude or brightness of stars
within the galactic plane of the Milky Way. He further maintained that
starlight was dimmed on the average 0.67 magnitudes of brightness for
every kiloparsec (one thousand parsecs or 3,262 light years) of distance
to the star being examined. Since estimates of distances to stars were
partially based on a measurement of their absolute brightness, the size
of the Milky Way had been approximated improperly, and many astronomers believed the center of the galaxy was farther away than it actually
was. 13 Trumpler's observations have allowed astronomers to understand
11

Weaver, 288 and Robert J. Trumpler, "Observations of Mars at the Opposition of
1924," Lick Observatory Bulletin 13 (1926) pp . 19-45.
12 Robert J. Trumpler, "Spectral Types in Open Clusters ," Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 37 (1925): pp . 307-18 .
13 Robert J. Trumpler, "Preliminary Results on the Distances, Dimensions, and Space
Distribution of Open Clusters," Lick Observatory Bulletin 14 (1930): pp. 154-88 and his
Astrophysical
"Galactic
Star Clusters,"
Published
by BYU
ScholarsArchive,
2013Journal 91 (1940): pp. 186-201 .
9
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Mars at Opposition, 1924. Courtesy: Sydney Observatory.

globular clusters better and to present a more accurate estimate of the
size of the Milky Way.
The Trumpler family lived for years on Mount Hamilton where
the Lick Observatory was located. They lived in a small community
of other astronomers and their families, comprising only about fifty
people . Since many of the men worked nights, the children were taught
to play quietly, and no dogs were allowed, so the astronomers could
sleep in the daytime . The children went to school in a one-room school
house, but they could not attend beyond the eighth grade. Robert had
traded assignments with a few professors at the university at Berkeley
one semester at a time over the years . When these Berkeley professors
did research at Mount Hamilton, Trumpler taught classes for them at the
university. He did not want to see his children leave home to go to high
school, and his family liked Berkeley. Robert also enjoyed teaching, so
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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he took a permanent position at the university in 1938, but he kept his
home at Mount Hamilton where the family spent their summers. 14
Trumpler was an excellent instructor. He taught simplistic introductory courses for non-majors without complaint, and he was an
enthusiastic teacher. He improved the upper division courses, and he
developed a class for graduate students in his specialty, statistical astronomy. His classes were popular, and many students approached him
to be their thesis advisor. At the same time, he continued to work on
improving instruments to make more precise photographic plates. 15
Professor Trumpler genuinely liked young people, and many astronomers in the next generation were proud to say they were one of his students.
For many years, he worked as the adviser for the Astronomical Department,
and he guided students in their choice of classes. Many students responded
to his concern and kindness by asking him for advice on a variety of issues, some of which had little to do with astronomy. Additionally, he often
invited students to his home where they continued to enjoy his company. 16
During his summer at the Lick Observatory in 1939, Trumpler suffered an accident which had long-term consequences. At that time, astronomers had to have the ability to manipulate and manage heavy and
often unwieldy instruments . The 36-inch telescope was a huge device,
and it weighed several tons. One evening Trumpler needed to move the
instrument from one side of the pier, which held up the telescope, to
the other side. The movements had to be precise or the eyepiece could
hit the floor and damage any equipment in use. When he moved the
telescope, Trumpler lost control of it, and the instrument headed for the
floor. In his attempt to stop its motion, the astronomer got into an awkward position, and the telescope hit his knee, crushing his heel against
the floor. The instrument was not damaged, but Trumpler was badly
hurt, and he had to have his leg in a cast for a long time. 17
When Trumpler was recovering, his doctor told him that he should
walk on sand to strengthen his leg, so Robert and Augusta often went to
Santa Cruz and Rio de] Mar to walk on the beach near the ocean. Shortly
after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, they were
told that a house on a cliff overlooking the beach had just been put on sale
at a very modest price because the owner was afraid of a Japanese inva14

Weaver, pp. 291-2.
Ibid ., p. 292.
16
Weaver and Weaver, p. 307.
17 BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
Published by
Weaver, p. 295.
15
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sion of the coast. They took advantage of the situation, and the Trumplers
bought the house as soon as they saw it. Robert and Augusta lived in the
house for many years, and they enjoyed it a great deal. 18
Trumpler retired in 1951 after a long and fruitful career in which
he had achieved many honors. In 1932, he was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences, and he was made president of the Astronomic
Society of the Pacific both in 1932 and 1949. Trumpler was also a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He was a very prolific author, and he published at least nine academic articles and sixtyfive research reports. After retirement, Trumpler continued to write, and
he published the book Statistical Astronomy in 1953, an outgrowth of
his fifteen years of teaching graduate courses in astronomy. 19 The work
received high praise from the academic community when it was published, as one reviewer stated, "The book and 1953, its date, will doubtless be known, and justly, as a great achievement in astronomy and in
the other physical sciences." 20 The book was reprinted in 1962, showing
that the work had not gone out-of-date and was still relevant to the study
of astronomy.
Even in retirement, when Robert and Augusta lived in their home
on the beach, Trumpler continued his study of his radial velocity data,
but his work was cut short by his severe illness . Trumpler was diagnosed with leukemia, and his health soon began to fail. When he was
taken into a hospital he suffered a rapid decline, and he died unexpectedly on September 10, 1956 just shy of his seventieth birthday. In 1974,
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific created the Trumpler Prize for
the best Ph.D. dissertation in astronomy to be awarded every year.
This award clearly honored Trumpler as an outstanding educator who
directed many doctoral theses and helped inspire a new generation of
astronomers.21 Trumpler's contributions were impressive, and he made
significant advances in science that set the stage for further progress in
astronomy.
~ Provo, Utah
18

Ibid., p. 293 .
Robert J. Trumpler and Harold F. Weaver, Statistical Astronomy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1953).
20
W. Edwards Deming, review of Statistical Astronomy by Robert J. Trumpler and
Harold F. Weaver, Journal of the American Statistical Association 50 , no. 270 (June 1955):
pp. 615-17 .
21
Weaver, p. 294.
19
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Officer,
Poet, Spy:
The Many Lives

of John Andre
by Brian Wages
"Major John Andre" self portrait. Sargent, The Life and
Career of Major John Andre .

The story has characteristics worthy of a James Bond novel. It includes a spy discovered with secret military plans hidden in his boot.
The incriminating documents , intended to guarantee safe passage, were
complete with the traitor's signature. There is also a love triangle with r
woman, her traitor husband, and the handsome spy. All of these eventi
led up to the spy's capture, trial, and hanging. For students of the American Revolutionary War, these are the salient facts of the career of John
Andre. However, there is a great deal more to this complex man than his
ignominious demise.' In addition to being a highly respected military
officer, he was a man of letters and refinement, of poetry and pencil
sketching.
John was the oldest child of Anthony and Marie, both of whom
had a number of Continental connections. John's father was a Swiss
gentleman born in Geneva, who became a moderately successful merchant and later moved to England. His mother, the former Marie Louise Girardot, was English by birth, but her ancestry was French. 2 While
historians have now established the date of John's birth on October 2 ,
1750, the location remains a mystery. The Andre family owned homes
in Southampton and London, leading scholars to speculate that John's
1
For more complete biographical treatments of John Andre, see Robert McConnell
Hatch , Major John Andre: a Gallant in Spy's Clothing (Boston: Houghton Mifflin , 1986),
and Winthrop Sargent, The Life and Career of Major John Andre, Adjutant-General of the
British Army in America (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1861).
2 American National Biography , s.v. "Andre, John .
Published by
BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
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birth could have been at either location. Anthony and Marie had another
son and three daughters, and indications are that John enjoyed his childhood, most of which was spent at the London home. 3
Anthony's business success and wealth brought a number of educational opportunities. John's early schooling began nearby in Westminster.4 In the late 1760s, he moved to Switzerland and attended the
University of Geneva, where his studies focused on mathematics and
the military arts and sciences. He acquired a "remarkable fluency in the
German, French, and Italian languages." 5 It was also during this time
that he acquired the skills of sketching, particularly for military drawings. In addition to these pursuits, he cultivated other interests in literature, poetry, and the arts. However, in the spring of 1769 his father died
and John, at the age of eighteen, was forced to return to England where
he was given the reins of the family business. 6 This proved to not be a
very successful move, either professionally or personally, for the young
man.
Following his time on the Continent and his exposure to a wide
variety of arts, Andre sought out persons with similar artistic interests.
Within a few months of returning to England, he had joined a Lichfield
literary group, led by the poet Anna Seward. Often referred to as the
"Swan of Lichfield," she was a significant poet and correspondent in
a number of literary circles. She also surrounded herself with many
young people who enjoyed writing and discussing contemporary literature. Another intimate of Anna was the young and strikingly beautiful
Honora Sneyd. She had come to live with Anna at age five and stayed
for fourteen years. She would come to have a profound effect on young
Andre's life. The two quickly fell in love, encouraged by her benefactor,
Anna. During their time together, he wrote a number of poems and even
considered making a living by writing plays and poetry. However, while
attending a Christmas party sponsored by Anna in 1770, Honora unexpectedly rejected him for another man, thus bringing an end to their serious courtship of nearly a year and a half. 7 Honora returned to live with
3
Winthrop Sargent, The Life and Career of Major John Andre, Adjutant-General of
the British Army in America (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1861), p. 7.
4
Ibid.
5
Henry Stanton Tillotson, The Beloved Spy: The Life and Loves of Major John Andre
(Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1948), p. 16.
6
Anthony Andre died on April 17, 1769. American National Biography s.v. "Andre,
John."
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her father in 1771; she left to prepare for an impending wedding without
the blessing of Anna. 8 Andre's failure in romance mirrored his attempts
to manage the family business. He was soon looking for another career
path.
Honora's departure from Andre's life precipitated the resumption
of his military career. With what societal position and funds he had at
his disposal, he became an officer in the pre-Revolutionary War British
Army. For the next two years, he found success employing his martial
skills. He moved through the ranks and established his future. By the
time he arrived in British North America in 1774, he was a First Lieutenant.
With his position in the army secure, Andre continued his educational and literary interests. In 1772, he took a leave of absence and
traveled back to Europe with his close friend, George Rodney. For nearly two years, Andre stayed and studied in Gottingen, Germany. Among
the important subjects he studied at the University of Gottingen were
mathematics and military science. He also joined the literary society
called the Gottinger Hainbund, or simply the Hain. Reportedly founded
at midnight September 12, 1772, the Hain met in a grove of oak trees not
far from the university. This "Grove League of Gottingen" was a group
of nature-loving literary men of some renown. It counted as members
Johann Heinrich Voss, who translated the Iliad into German, and Ludwig Hoity, a noted poet of the time. In some significant ways, this group
of academics and dreamers were precursors of the Transcendentalists
of the next century.9 Although his association with the Hain lasted less
than two years, Andre began to display an affinity for composing comic
poetry.
Andre's time on the Continent and leave of absence came to an
end in 1774. By the end of the year he reported to Philadelphia where
he stayed until his posting to Quebec in September 177 5. 10 In these
early stages of the American Revolutionary War, he served under Gen7 John Andre, Major Andre's Journal: Operations of the British Army Under Lieutenant Generals Sir William Howe and Sir Henry Clinton, June 1777 to November 1778
(Tarrytown, NY: William Abbatt, 1930), p. 18.
8
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, s.v. "Seward, Anna."
9
Heinz Jansen, Aus dem Gottinger Hainbund Overbund und Sprickmann;
Ungerdruckte Briefe Overbecks (Munster: Regensbergsche, 1933).
10
Dave Richard Palmer, George Washington and Benedict Arnold: a Tale of Two
Patriots
(Washington:
Regnery, 2006),
Published
by BYU
ScholarsArchive,
2013pp. 7-8.
15
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eral Guy Carleton at the Fort
of St. Jeans, Lower Canada,
which is now located in
southern Quebec just north
of Lake Champlain, New
York. It was during this posting that an interesting coincidence arose between John
and Benedict Arnold. In
early 1775, General Arnold
was ordered to reconnoiter the area around the fort
and assault it if he thought
his troop strength sufficient.
While Arnold declined to
battle the British, later that
year General Philip Schuyler
laid siege to the fort. Andre
was captured when Carelton's forces surrendered, and
he spent time as a prisoner of
"Peggy Shippen " pencil sketch by John war in the interior of PennAndre. Courtesy: Historical Society of Penn- sylvania. 11 While as a capsylvania.
tive he wrote "Stript of everything, except the picture
of Honora which I concealed in my mouth," indicating how much he
still thought of her.
For nearly a year, he remained a prisoner of the Americans, but before Christmas 1776, he was exchanged and returned to active service in
the British army. 12 Throughout 1777 he served in eastern Pennsylvania,
fighting in the Battles of Brandywine and Germantown. 13 His renown
grew at that time and indications from his own account, along with
those of his contemporaries, show associations with the leading men of
the British forces, including General William Howe and Lord Cornwal-

11

Ibid,pp . 119-120.
Andre, Major Andre 's Journal, p. 19.
13
Ibid.
12
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"Capture of Major John Andre. " Courtesy: Library of Congress.
lis. 14 By the end of 1777, he was living in Philadelphia as part of the
British occupation. 15 It was there he met Peggy Shippen.
During the occupation of Philadelphia, many British officers
found a semblance of the social conventions to which they were accustomed back in England. "The Shippens were among the most prominent
Philadelphians to open their doors to the British officers stationed in
the city." 16 Throughout the occupation, the family maintained a neutral
position between the revolutionaries and the British. Peggy 's father Edward even turned down an offer of employment by the English government.1 7 The young and beautiful Peggy was seventeen at the time and
attracted the attention of many officers, including the dashing Andre. As
Peggy's biographer argues, she helped maintain the family's strict nonalignment by associating with anyone of wealth who could help her.
However, Andre's interest went beyond mere association. It was during
14
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this period of his life that he sketched pencil drawings of her, wrote
poetry addressed to her, and accompanied her to various balls and socialite events around the town. While their relationship was a matter of
considerable speculation as to how serious, the evidence was indicates
a continuing friendship over the last two or three years of his life . 18
On May 10, 1779, British General Henry Clinton , staying in
New York City, received word that a high-ranking American general
was ready to switch sides. 19 Benedict Arnold , the rebel ready to change
sides, was anxious to receive accolades denied him by the Americans.
Over the next year and a half, Clinton and his newly appointed spymaster, John Andre , worked to bring the treason to full fruition . While her
exact role in Arnold 's treason has been left to some conjecture , Peggy
alone knew all the principals involved and provided a key connection
between the American general and his British contacts.
The basis of Benedict Arnold's treason, while based on a number
of issues which simmered over the course of more than a year that culminated with his escape to British held New York City, may have been
fanned by his wife, the former Peggy Shippen. 20 Her marriage to Arnold
in 1779 raised a number of eyebrows . Rumors swirled around Philadelphia 's socialites, as they wondered how a woman of her surpassing
beauty could marry a man more than twice her age. He was 38 and she
was 18.2 1 Yet, she provided the direct connection between Arnold and
Andre. It was unknown to what extent Arnold knew of her previous
relationship with Andre before or after their marriage , but she joined
in his treasonous plans . In October 1779, after a number of fruitless
exchanges between Arnold and the British , Peggy wrote a social note to
Andre indicating that the idea of Arnold's treason was "not dead." 22
Andre was sent by General Clinton to meet with Arnold on September 21, 1780 . He traveled aboard the HMS Vulture up the Hudson
River and was rowed to shore in the evening . There he met with Arnold
where the general provided Andre with plans for the defense of West
Point. The two anticipated that Andre would return to the Vulture, but
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"The Unfortunate Death of John Andre."
Courtesy : Clements Library, University of Michigan .

the ship came under fire by Americans on the other side of the river. The
ship was sufficiently damaged to force its withdrawal back toward New
York City. It also left the young major without safe transport back to
British lines.
The unfolding of events leading to Andre's end has been termed
an unfortunate tragedy. 23 This was largely because of the way in which
he was branded a spy. The orders issued by General Clinton were to
meet Arnold on neutral ground, thus obviating the need to remove his
23
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uniform . However, after the withdrawal of the Vulture, Arnold pressed
Andre to travel to his headquarters near the Robinson House, immediately south of West Point. On the way,Arnold instructed him to remove
his uniform and assume the name of John Anderson. Once at his residence, Arnold gave him more incriminating papers, which contained
troop strength and the artillery positions of West Point. The papers also
included the minutes of a September 6 war council forwarded to Arnold
by General Washington . Arnold also provided Andre with a pass that
stated: "Permit Mr. John Anderson to pass the guards to White Plains,
or below, if he choose. He being on public business by my direction." 24
Unfortunately, it was the removal of the major's uniform which made
him a spy and warranted his execution. 25
After completing his meetings with Benedict Arnold, Andre rode
back toward the British army. His chosen course took him near Tarrytown, New York, where three American militiamen, one dressed in
a Hessian coat, unexpectedly stopped him. The coat led Andre to think
the men were Tories, and he correctly identified himself as a British officer. They took him into immediate custody, even after Andre produced
the pass signed by Arnold. A search of his body revealed the damning
documents hidden in his boot. The Americans took him first to Sands
Hill in Armonk, New York, and then on to the army headquarters in Tappan, not far away. The investigation quickly revealed Arnold's treason,
but not before the traitor escaped to the British lines. At the same time,
General Henry Clinton attempted to secure Andre's freedom, but the
general refused to exchange Arnold for Andre. In a trial by generals that
included Nathanael Greene and the Marquis de Lafayette, Andre was
found guilty and sentenced to death by hanging .
In 1780, the New York town of Tappan was held by the Continental Army, and it was here that Andre was taken and incarcerated in
the "Old '76 House" also called "Mabie's Inn ." Although this notable
tavern, built i~ 1686, was sometimes referred to as "Andre's Prison"
it was nothing of the sort. Washington and most of his generals of the
Continental Army stayed at the place at one time or another during the
war as it provided adequate lodgings. In this case, it was merely used as
a holding location for the prisoner. On the day of his execution , Andre
walked the mile from the tavern, in the midst of his guards, with "a long
24
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Self portrait.
Courtesy: Sterling Memorial Library, Yale University.

and beautiful head of hair." 26 The major had appealed to Washington
for execution by firing squad, but the general denied him that means of
death, and the gallows were hastily constructed. Andre died on October
2. 27 It was a death he did not seek, but he also did not shy away from it.
It was said that he secured the rope himself and even offered a handker
chief to the executioner to secure his hands. 28
The site of the execution was marked by the Major John Andre
Monument. The story of its placement added yet another interesting and
dramatic element to the Andre narrative. Constructed by communication millionaire, Cyrus W. Field, it was dedicated ninety-nine years to
the day after the execution. The single piece of stone stands just under
five feet high and is forty inches on each side with an inscription that
includes the hope that: "in token of those better feelings [between the
United States and Britain] which have since united two nations . .. will
26
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27
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never be broken." The plot of the monument is only thirty-one feet in
diameter. Yet the monument was not placed without controversy. In the
first decade following its placement, three separate attempts were made
to destroy it, including two with explosive devices. When the heirs to
Field's estate refused to pay the taxes on the property, it reverted to the
ownership of Rockland County, New York.
The last months of Andre's life were marked by his continued interest in poetry and sketching. During 1780 he composed a three-canto
poem, titled "The Cow Chace." It dealt directly with the American generals who led the rebellion. It made fun of their battlefield mistakes and
charged them with gross ineptitude. He leveled the charge that they
were all cowards and drunkards. In a circumstantial irony, "The Cow
Chace" was published in New York City on the very day of his execution. While incarcerated, he also wrote his last poem . It was written two
days before he approached the gallows and was reportedly found in his
pocket immediately after the hanging. Composed of nine stanzas, it is
reproduced here.
Hail sovereign Jove , which first began ,
The scheme, to rescue fallen man!
Hail matchless, free, eternal grace,
Which gave my soul a Hiding Place!
Against the God who built the sky
I fought with hands uplifted high ,
Despis'd the mention of his grace,
Too proud to seek a Hiding Place .
Enwrapt in thick Egyptian night ,
And fond of darkness more than light;
Madly I ran the sinful race,
Secure, without a Hiding Place.
But thus the eternal council ran,
"Almighty love, arrest this man!"
I felt the arrows of distress,
And found I had no Hiding Place.
Indignant justice stood in view,
To Sinai's fiery mount I flew ,
But Justice cry'd with frowning face,
This mountain is no Hiding Place .
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Ere long a heav'nly voice I heard,
And mercy 's angel soon appear'd,
He led me in a placid place,
To Jesus as my Hiding Place.
On him Almighty vengeance fell,
Which must have sunk a world to hell,
He bore it for a sinful race,
And thus became their Hiding Place.
Should sevenfold storms of thunder roll,
And shake this globe from pole to pole:
No thunder bolt shall daunt my face,
For Jesus is my Hiding Place.
A few more rolling suns at most,
Shall land me on fair Canaan's coast,
Where I shall sing the song of grace,
And see my glorious Hiding Place .29

A final self-portrait was also found with the victim of the noose. Sketchet
in pencil, it too is reproduced here.
Placed within the larger narrative of Benedict Arnold's treason,
John Andre's story gets lost and often overlooked . He was a well-educated young man who loved literature and poetry. He was creative and
artistic. He was well-traveled and everywhere he went he was familiar
with prominent ladies. It was this last aspect of his life, his penchant for
the company of beautiful women, which led to the dramatic and interesting story around which the Arnold-Andre narrative revolved. It also
lent a sense of tragic fate to Andre's demise. Regarding this intriguing
man who became the sole person to pay for the spying affair with his
life, George Washington was reported to have said that Andre, "was
more unfortunate than criminal." 30
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Herbert Hoover and
Belgian Relief
The Philanthropy of a Swiss American President
by Albert Winkler

Two Presidents of the United States, Dwight Eisenhower and Herbert
Hoover, are known to have Swiss ancestry. Eisenhower is noted for his
generalship in the Second World War and his presidential administration in a time of prosperity for the nation, while Hoover is often remembered only for his unpopular presidency during the Great Depression .
This is unfortunate because Hoover contributed to the well-being and
survival of many millions of people during times of grave food shortages. His efforts, which began with the feeding of the nation of Belgium
during World War I, prevented starvation in many areas of the world
during and after both the First and Second World Wars. Far from being
an embarrassment to the nation, Hoover the "Great Humanitarian" remains one of the most remarkable and generous of all Americans. This
paper will address Belgian Relief, Hoover's first effort to feed millions
of starving people.'
Hoover's Swiss ancestry came through his father's line. The original family name was Huber, meaning someone who was a tenant or
"Hube" on a feudal manor. The name can be traced to Bertoldus Htibere
from Bern who was first mentioned in the Medieval sources in 1227.
The family had a heraldic coat of arms, a high distinction at that time.
The Huber family lived for several centuries in Oberkulm in the Kulm
district of what is now the Aargau Canton. The Hubers married mem-

1

The most detailed biography of Hoover is George H. Nash , Kendrick A. Clements,
and Glen Jeansonne, The Life of Herbert Hoover, 5 vols. (New York: Norton, 1983- ). Other
important studies include Richard Norton Smith, An Uncommon Man: the Triumph of Herbert Hoover (N .Y.: Simon and Schuster, 1984) and David Burner, Herbert Hoover: a Public
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bers of other Swiss families
including the Kreutzers, Neffs ,
and Hoffmans .2
Gregor Jonas Huber left
Oberkulm for the Palatinate of
Germany in 1697 or 1699 to
take advantage of the economic opportunities of rebuilding
the area after it was destroyed
by French armies in the War
of the League of Augsburg
1688-97. His son, Andreas
Huber, was born in Ellerstadt,
Germany, and he migrated to
Philadelphia in 1738 at age
fifteen. Around 1762, the family anglicized their last name
and then wrote it as Hoover. In
Herbert Hoover cal 918.
1745 Andreas married MargaCourtesy: Underwood & Underwood.
ret Catherine Pfautz, who also
had Swiss ancestry, and they had thirteen children. Their son, John, was
born in 1760, and he married Sarah Burket (Burkhart or Burckhardt)
from a Swiss family. John and Sarah's descendant, Jesse Clark Hoover,
was born on September 2, 1846. At about age eight, he moved to the
Quaker community of West Branch, lowa. 3
Jesse Hoover married Hulda Randall Minthorn in March 1870.
They had two boys, Theodore and Herbert, and a girl, Mary. Their
second child, Herbert Clark Hoover, often called "Bertie" or "Bert,"
was born on August 10, 1874. In his first months, Herbert had a severe
cough, which caused him to choke, and he became lifeless. The baby
was laid out on the table with a dime placed over each eye in preparation for burial when someone noticed a stirring of life in the small body.
2
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Then Bert's uncle, John Minthorn, a doctor, used artificial respiration
to revive him. Herbert's grandmother, Mary Wasley Minthorn, commented on what appeared to be a miracle, "God has a great work for that
boy to do; that is why he was brought back to life." 4
Most of Hoover's childhood years in West Branch were pleasant,
and he was allowed to play and explore. No doubt he learned many values from his Quaker faith and from his devout mother who was "stern"
but "kindly." 5 Herbert's memories of his father were "dim indeed" because Jesse died of a heart ailment in December 1880 when his second
son was only six years old. Bert remembered more about his mother
who was a "sweet-faced woman who for two years kept the little family of four together. ... [and] She took in sewing to add to the family
resources. " 6
Hulda Hoover was quite accomplished and was something of a
free spirit. She had been educated as a school teacher, and she was much
in "demand as a speaker at Quaker meetings." At that time, women
rarely spoke at the meetings, and she also surprised the community by
singing at these gatherings. Bert's mother supported women's suffrage,
was politically active in the "vigorous prohibition campaigns," and was
a member of the Women's Christian Temperance Union. Herbert well
remembered being "parked for the day at the polls, where the women
were massed in an effort to make the men vote themselves dry." The influence Hulda had on her young son was short-lived because she died of
typhoid fever and pneumonia on February 24, 1884 when Herbert was
nine. 7
Two Presidents of the United States were orphaned as children .
The first was Andrew Jackson, whose father, Andrew, died before he
was born and whose mother, Elizabeth, died when her son was fourteen.8 Jackson and Hoover make an interesting contrast because they

4

George H . Nash, The Life of Herbert Hoover: the Engineer 1874-1914 (N .Y.: Norton , 1983), pp. 3-4. Hereafter cited as Nash, Engineer.
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developed very different personalities, and they pursued markedly different courses of action. Jackson was known for his shrewd politics,
vicious military campaigns, and his brutal treatment of American Indians, while Hoover shied away from the military, respected the Native Peoples and their cultures, and alleviated much human suffering.
In fact, Hoover spent months with the Osage Nation as a child,9 and he
had a deep appreciation for Indians his entire life even choosing Charles
Curtis , a man with significant Indian heritage, to be his vice president in
1928.
Herbert's kindly relatives met after his mother's death to decide
who would have the joy of adding the children to their own households
The three siblings went to different homes. Herbert's maternal uncle ,
Henry John Minthorn, was a country doctor in Oregon, and he and his
wife, Laura, mourned the death of their only son. In 1885 Herbert went
to them to fill an emotional need in their lives . Herbert did his assigned
chores, and he worked as an office boy where he learned to type. He
also honed his skill in math by attending night school. When he heard
that a new university was being founded in California by Leland Stanford, the railroad magnate, Hoover took the entrance examination and
was admitted in 1891 .
Herbert worked his way through Stanford, and he graduated in
geology with the first graduating class in 1895 . In his final year of
study, Bert met Lou Henry in a geology lab class. Like Hoover, Lou
was also born in Iowa in 1874, but she came to California with her
family ten years later. Lou was attracted to the outdoors, and she retained a spirit of adventure her entire life . She majored in geology
at Stanford and reportedly was the first woman in the United States
to graduate with that major. 10 Herbert thought it was his "duty to aid
the young lady in her studies both in the laboratory and in the field."
He was immediately attracted to her "whimsical mind, her blue eyes,
and broad grinnish smile." Hoover soon took Lou to dances and other
social gatherings on campus . By the time Hoover graduated, he and
Lou had created a special relationship, and they agreed to write to

9
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each other. For the next three years, they only saw each other once as
Lou finished her education, and Herbert tried to make enough money
to support a family. 11
Hoover's mining career started very modestly when he "finally
got a job pushing a car in the lower levels of the Reward mine [in California] for $2 a day, on a ten-hour night shift and a seven-day week."
However, Herbert's typing skills helped him to land other positions, and
he soon boasted that he never again had to apply for any kind of engineering jobs because "they have come of their own accord ." Hoover
benefitted from the fact that American mining engineers were in high
demand because of their superior training, and he soon got a job in Australia where he worked from 1897 to 1899. 12
When Hoover was offered another position in China at a substantial salary of twenty thousand dollars a year, he sent a telegram to
Lou Henry asking her to marry him and accompany him to Asia. She
readily accepted, and the couple was married on February 10, 1899 in
the bride's family home in Monterey, California. That afternoon they
boarded a ship for Honolulu, Japan, and Shanghai where they arrived in
March. 13
Herbert's work as a mining engineer in China was interrupted by
the Boxer Rebellion in 1900. Calling themselves the/ Ho Tuan or the
mailed fist, the Boxers attacked the foreigners in China and the Chinese who accommodated outside influences. 14 The Hoovers lived in the
compound for foreigners in Tientsin where the city was under siege for
a month starting in June 1900, and an average of two thousand artillery
shells hit the town every day. They also demonstrated their resourcefulness and courage. Lou volunteered as a nurse, and "she became expert
in riding her bicycle close to the walls of buildings to avoid stray bullets and shells although one day she had a tire punctured by a bullet."
She also carried a .38 revolver, which she never fired. On one occasion,
11
Hoover, Memoirs, p. 23; Nash, Engineer, pp. 37-9; and Nancy Beck Young, Lou
Henry Hoover: Activist First Lady (Lawrence: U. Press of Kansas, 2004), pp. 9-13.
12
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13
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14
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Herbert retrieved wounded children from a building hit by a shell, and
he intervened to save innocent Chinese workers in the compound from
being punished as accomplices of the Boxers.'5
Military forces from various countries, including the United
States, participated in an attack on Tientsin. Herbert knew the area, and
the U.S. Marines brought him as a guide to help them approach the fortifications. As he freely admitted, "I was completely scared, especially
when some of the Marines next to me were hit. I was unarmed and I
could scarcely make my feet move forward . I asked the officer I was accompanying if I could have a rifle." When the officer retrieved a weapon
from a wounded Marine, "I experienced a curious psychological change
for I was no longer scared, .although I never fired a shot." Herbert had
learned a lesson about guns, "I can recommend that men carry weapons
when they go into battle-it is a great comfort." 16
Lou and Bert left China after Herbert accepted a major salary increase and a partnership in the Bewick, Moreing and Company mining
firm in 1901. The Hoovers then went to London, England, where they
enjoyed a much less challenging existence. Their two sons, Herbert Jr.
(1903) and Allan (1907), were born there. When each of the boys was
only a few weeks old, Lou would bring him along in a basket and continue to travel. The Hoovers traveled extensively for Bert's business
from 1901 to 1914. In 1903 alone, Herbert visited eight countries on
four continents, and, in 1905, he stayed in seven countries also on four
continents. Significantly, he visited the countries where he would later
do business for Belgian Relief, including England no fewer than 13
times, France 8 times, Germany 5 times, and Belgium 3 times. 17
By the summer of 1914, Hoover was very wealthy with assets
worth more than a million dollars, but he was not content with his accomplishments. He was nearing his fortieth birthday, and he wanted
to return to the United States to make sure his sons had an American
upbringing. Hoover was also considering some kind of public service
in the nation of his birth, perhaps in an elective office, when events in
Europe overtook him and set his life in a different direction.
The First World War broke out when Austria-Hungary declared
war in Serbia on July 28, 1914, and like the collapse of a house of cards ,
15
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various nations felt their interests and security were threatened and mobilized for war. Germany struck first in Western Europe by invading
neutral Belgium on August 4 in an attempt to outflank the French Army.
Britain, claiming that it was going to war to help the Belgians, declared
war on the same day. 18
Fearing war, approximately 125,000 American tourists in Europe
were desperately trying to flee from the continent, and by Monday, August 3, more than six thousand had already reached London . Tens of
thousands soon followed. In the war crisis, the British government extended the summer banking holiday, and thousands of Americans were
unable to use their money or cash their checks or letters of credit. Many
could not find lodging, and they were often unable to buy food. A mob
of roughly a thousand Americans came to the US Consulate in London
demanding that their government do something to help them .19
Hoover was good friends with the American consul, Robert P.
Skinner, and the offices of his mining corporation were only a block
away. Herbert brought several hundred British Pounds from his office
to the Consulate and also told Lou to bring additional cash from home .
Hoover then started handing out money to the American tourists. The
travelers with US Dollars got some of them exchanged for Pounds, and
the Americans with no money simply signed informal promissory notes
(IOUs) to pay back the funds sometime. No collateral was required, and
the loans were interest free. In the days and weeks to come, Hoover set
up an organization of hundreds of volunteers to help the stranded tourists. At that point, Herbert's mining career was over, and he embarked
on his career in public service.20
Hoover's accomplishments in London in 1914 were stunning . He
found the funds that allowed him to advance credit , exchange currency,
and give loans to the tourists. Additionally, he found lodging and arranged passage back to the United States for many of them. Lou also
participated by arranging excursions for unaccompanied women and
children to see the sights of London and to visit other towns and areas
18
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of interest. Thousands of Americans left for home, yet thousands more
kept coming, but Herbert's organization managed the situation very
well. Hoover's personal contribution to the humanitarian fund was the
greatest of any private donor. In all, more than $1.5 million was loaned
to the tourists, and less than three hundred dollars were lost because of
a lack of payment, a fact that speaks highly of the honesty and integrity
of the Americans .2 1
In the two months from August to October, Hoover worked without pay continuously day and night to help the tourists while ignoring his business concerns. By October 1914, the situation was much
improved because approximately one hundred thousand travelers had
taken ships to the United States. On October 3, Lou Hoover and her two
sons, Herbert Jr and Allan, got passage to America on the Lusitania,
the famous luxury liner which was sunk the following May in the most
notorious submarine attack of the war. Bert stayed in London to get
his affairs in order before he planned to join Lou and the boys in Palo
Alto, California, but other considerations soon intervened because the
Belgians were already on the verge of starvation .
The Germans overwhelmed the Belgian Army in the first weeks of
the war, and only a small section of country along the coast remained
out of German hands. Belgium was the most industrialized and densely
populated country in the world at that time. Consequently, its eight million residents had to bring in over 70% of their food because there was
not enough available land to produce more, and the German invasion interrupted the needed imports of food . Many foodstuffs were also requisitioned by the Belgian and German armies, and the war severely interrupted the fall harvest in 1914, further reducing food reserves. Britain
also placed a naval blockade on Belgium believing that any resources
that went into that occupied country would support the Germans . In addition , two million French citizens were trapped behind German lines
in the initial weeks of the war, and their plight was equally desperate.
Since most of the young men were in the army, the French under German control were mostly the aged and women and children. 22
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In early September the food shortages were already acute in the
occupied lands, and prices soared. Most of the people could not afford to buy what little sustenance was available, and the outlook was
bleak. Millions of Belgians and Frenchmen faced starvation unless
some means were found to feed them. Hoover went to the US Embassy
and met with Ambassador Walter Page where Herbert heard appeals
from the Belgian foreign minister and other prominent citizens of that
country. One banker, Emile Francqui, explained that men with administrative experience had to lead the work. These persons had to be from
the neutral United States because only that nation had the food, wealth,
and expertise to administer the work. Their efforts would be essential
in saving the lives of millions. Francqui then described the plight of the
poor behind German lines, and he appealed directly to Hoover to take
the lead in the relief effort. This was unprecedented because no relief
effort to that date was so extensive, and he had been asked to feed an
entire nation. 23
Hoover was already engaged in organizing efforts to help the citizens of those nations before he heard the appeal from Francqui and
others. 24 At some point during the negotiations, which covered several
days, Hoover had to decide on the extent of his commitment. He later
wrote that he mulled over the proposition to help the Belgians over1ight.25 But Will Irwin, a journalist, was staying with Hoover at that
ime, and he wrote that the decision took longer. Hoover had to choose
Jetween the potential of making a fortune from the precious metals
1eeded by the belligerent powers to fight the war and becoming one of
'the richest men in the world," or helping millions of people. For three
1ights the journalist heard Hoover pacing the floor upstairs obviously
rying to "balance his own personal perplexities." On the fourth mornng, Hoover came downstairs to breakfast, stirred his coffee, and stated,
'Well, let the fortune go to hell." As Irwin observed, "In that phrase was
,orn the Commission for Relief in Belgium." 26
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The commission, which formally began on October 19, 1914, was
often called Belgian Relief, the CRB, or the Hoover Commission.27 Herbert went back to the embassy to talk with Francqui and Page and made
an impressive gesture. "I stated that if I did undertake it [Belgian Relief]
I must do so without remuneration, since I could not appeal to others to
sacrifice without sacrifice myself." He further stated that he had to have
"absolute command," observing that such a job could not be conducted
like a "knitting bee" with many people participating in the management
of the organization. When the men agreed, Hoover soon called his broker
and ordered him to purchase ten million bushels of wheat futures in Chicago, because he was sure that the price of such commodities would soon
go up. 28 Herbert went to work with intelligence and energy to the admiration of many, and a new slang term was coined in his honor. "Hooverizing," meant working with efficiency with the intent of helping others.29
Hoover knew that the CRB would handle millions of dollars, and
that "some swine" would eventually accuse them of making a profit from
their enterprises or of stealing money, so Hoover engaged the services
of the "distinguished accounting firm" of Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths
& Co. to trace all the money and to countersign checks. The company
received no remuneration for this effort. Later, such accusations were
made, but the firm traced all of the financial transactions and showed
that the funds were handled properly. 30
Hoover needed a large staff to handle matters in Britain and in
Belgium. When an American Rhodes scholar at Oxford University, Perrin C. Galpin, came into Hoover's office to offer his services, he said
he could get all of the other Rhodes scholars to volunteer. Soon hundreds of American graduate students volunteered. These men had to
27
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Belgian relief ship, 1915.
Courtesy: Herbert Hoover Presidential Library.

learn French and to show no partisanship, particularly in Belgium. They
received pay only for out-of-pocket expenditures, and many of them
worked with Hoover for years. Herbert had great praise for them, and he
stated that no one needed to be "pessimistic concerning American youth
and manhood ." 3 1 Many of these young men expressed equally high accolades for Hoover, whom they affectionately called "the Chief."
Herbert was little concerned over some administrative issues which
included the purchase and shipment of large amounts of goods stating,
"any engineer could do that," as though they were problems that could
be solved by logic and mathematics . Other concerns were more challenging. His organization had to locate large food supplies, find funds to
pay for them, and make sure they reached the needy in a timely manner.
Belgian Relief also had to negotiate with warring nations to allow the
resources to pass navies and armies and make sure that the belligerent
~owers would take none of it. 32
31
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Initially, most of the Cabinet members of the British government
were opposed to helping Belgium. They were led by the men in control of
the military, Herbert Kitchener, the War Secretary, and Winston Churchill,
the First Lord of the Admiralty. They believed that the needless suffering
of mill ions of innocent people was acceptable if this caused trouble for the
Germans and helped the British win the war. Churchill tried to discredit
Hoover with official "charges of corruption against me [Hoover] personally as a spy working for the Germans." After a lengthy investigation, "we
were exonerated and eulogized." Churchill never changed his opinion on
aiding peoples held behind German lines, and as Prime Minister of Great
Britain during the Second World War, he refused to allow Hoover to renew his efforts of feeding the Belgians in occupied Europe. 33
Hoover finally got grudging support to feed Belgium because of
the support of Edward Grey and Eustace Percy, under the condition that
none of the food would be taken by the Germans, but he also had to get
approval from David Lloyd George, then the Chancellor of the Exchequer. At first, Lloyd George stated he was completely opposed to helping Belgium, but Hoover reminded him that Britain had ostensibly gone
to war because Belgium was invaded and also to protect small nations
and to preserve democracy. "It would be an empty victory, I said, if one
of the most democratic of the world's races should be extinguished in
the process." Lloyd George could not argue with Hoover's morality and
logic, and he stated, "I am convinced. You have my permission" to send
aid to the Belgians. 34
Belgian Relief also had to get assurances from the German authorities in the transportation and distribution of goods, and Hoover went
to Germany for the first time during the war in January 1915. The US
government had been negotiating the transportation of food with Germany for months, but Hoover was a valuable asset in the discussions. 35
In Berlin he met with the highest authorities in the German government
including the Reich Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg, Foreign Minister Gottlieb von Jagow, and the Secretary of the Treasury
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Bread and soup line in Belgium.
Courtesy: Withington, In Occupied Belgium.
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Karl Hilfferich. In a series of impressive accommodations, these men
agreed to stop taking food from Belgium and occupied France, to give
appropriate directions to the ships of Belgian Relief on avoiding mines,
and to assure that submarine commanders would refrain from attacking
ships bringing food to Belgium.36
Surprisingly, the United States was one nation that caused Hoover
some concern. Lindon W. Bates, one of Hoover's close friends, was the
leader of the CRB in the New York. However, friction arose between
the two men after Bates' son was drowned on the Lusitania in May
1915 . Bates irrationally blamed the CRB for the death of his son, and he
tried to ameliorate his personal grief by seeking to advance his prestige
through "personal publicity." In an article published in the Saturday
Evening Post, Bates indicated that the New York office was actually
running Belgian Relief, and he was leading the effort. When Hoover
wrote that the article contained "46 absolute untruths and 36 half-truths
of a character that is entirely misleading," Bates sought revenge by accusing his old friend of illegal activities. 37
When Hoover was in transit to America in October 1915 to resolve the issues, Bates went to Washington, DC, and complained to
the State Department, Justice Department, and to Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge. Bates maintained that Hoover was in violation of the Logan
act of 1799 which stated that no American citizen may negotiate with
foreign powers regarding the relationships of these nations with the
United States. Further, Bates alleged, Hoover had violated American
neutrality and had acted like an agent of Britain in support of the Allied governments. 38
Even though Hoover thought his old friend was deranged by grief,
he had to go to the nation's capital and address the charges. When he
met with the Secretary of State, Robert Lansing , the politician asked,
"Have you prepared your soul for a thousand years in jail?" 39
The head of Belgian Relief refuted the charges against him, and
he clarified his case to various government officials , who accepted his
explanations. Hoover met with Senator Lodge who praised the CRB
as "one of the finest things ever done by a neutral in war," but Her36
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bert's most powerful supporter was Woodrow Wilson. The President of
the United States spoke with Hoover on November 2 and praised him
highly. He later stated that Hoover was "a great international figure.
Such men stir me deeply and make me in love with duty!" Soon after
the meeting Wilson gave a statement to the press saying that he was
"highly pleased" with the CRB, and it had created much "international
5ood will." The President had given Belgian Relief much prestige, and
3ates' charges of impropriety were ignored .40
Financing the relief project was a major problem, and within
nonths, the funds available from the Belgian banks with internation11 connections and the Belgian government in exile ran out. Initially,
-Ioover needed twelve million dollars each month for Belgian Relief,
mt later the costs went up dramatically, until he needed twenty-five
nillion dollars a month.41
Hoover negotiated with various countries to get them to donate
nost of the needed funds. At times, he was met with hostility. When
1e appealed to the Minister of Foreign Affairs for France, Theophile
)elcasse, the minister "violently" denounced the German invasion. He
urther stated that France would never "condone this gross barbarity"
ts though feeding two million Frenchmen would somehow legitimize
he occupation. Hoover left the office "with a feeling of humiliation."
Nhen he got back in London, an official from a French bank handed
1im checks for seven million dollars, no doubt from the French gov:rnment. After that, additional funds arrived punctually every month. 42
::.or the entire war, Belgian Relief required over nine hundred million
lollars to operate, a huge sum at that time. The government of Britain
~ave the equivalent of over one hundred million dollars, France donated
1early twice that figure, and the United States granted the largest single
1mount, nearly four hundred million dollars.43
Charity provided the significant sum of over fifty million dollars to
he relief effort, and Hoover believed that private donations gave his ef'ort definite advantages. Benevolent organizations "became our effecive armor against the periodic attempts of both the British and German
nilitarists to suppress or restrict our activities ." When Belgian Relief
40
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was formally established, Hoover contacted the various states in the US
and numerous governments worldwide urging them to create Belgian
Relief Committees of their own. At least nine countries did so as well as
over forty states in the US. 44
The people of the United States gave impressive amounts to the
CRB which exceeded thirty-five million dollars. Local relief organizations were established in 80 out of 88 counties in Ohio. Ships to transport
goods were hired by various states including Massachusetts, Virginia,
Connecticut, Kansas, Oregon, and California. Lou Henry Hoover was
instrumental in arranging for the first ship from California. Service organizations including the Daughters of the American Revolution made
appeals as did churches along with Catholic children who followed the
admonition of His Holiness, Pope Benedict XV. School children and
university students made contributions, newspapers organized relief,
and even the poor made donations. In one of the most touching episodes
of the effort, the young girls from a "charity home" in Cooperstown,
New York, sent one dollar a month. These "little girls" made a few pennies for doing their tasks well, like making beds and sweeping floors,
and they gave their meager earnings to help the children in Belgium.
Professor Vernon Kellogg of Stanford University, who worked with
Hoover on Belgian Relief, summed up the importance of the donations.
"The giving has been so worth while; worth while to Belgium, saved
from starvation of the body; worth while to America, saved from starvation of the soul." 45
Belgian Relief and Hoover had to improvise on many levels. They
tried to control consumption by issuing ration cards to make sure the
people only got their fair share . The CRB gave out much food for free,
but some was sold at modest prices to those who could afford it. These
funds were then given to the destitute Belgians.46 Hoover set the cost for
food, but a black market soon appeared with greatly inflated prices, and
the CRB was forced to confiscate all surplus food from farmers to suppress the illegal trade. The Belgian and French national currencies soon
44
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disappeared , but some form of exchange was necessary to maintain the
much weakened economies. To keep the Germans from seizing moneys
and using them to buy goods, the CRB issued different currencies in
twelve hundred communities that were only good in the towns and villages where they were issued. Each required the signature of the mayor
on the bills to authenticate them.47
The destitute and the unemployed got most of the support, but even
the wealthy received food because there was nowhere else to get it. 48 In
addition to nourishment, the poor needed medical care, rent, clothes , and
fuel. Belgian and French volunteers established numerous soup kitchens
which were a means of distributing "meat, fat and vegetables" to those
in need. Hoover visited hundreds of such cookeries where he was inevitably invited to sample the product, and he always found the soup to be
excellent. The daily work of children was often to retrieve soup from the
kitchens, and Hoover observed, "The emblem of Belgium during the war
should have been a child carrying a soup bucket."49
The head of Belgian Relief was genuinely moved by the plight
of the Belgians. In 1914, Hoover went to Brussels and met with Brand
Whitlock, the US Minister to Belgium . The two men went to see the
distribution of food from the CRB. As Whitlock explained, the Belgians
"came, hundreds and hundreds of them ." When they received their rations of a pot of soup and a loaf of bread, they took time to take a formal
bow and say, "Merci!" before they left. The sight "stabbed one to the
heart, and brought an ache to the throat, and a most annoying moisture
to the eyes ." The scene was so gut wrenching that "it was a sight that I
could not long endure ." Whitlock believed that Hoover was also moved.
"I knew what was going on in Mr. Hoover's heart when he turned away
and fixed his gaze on something far down the street." 50
Hoover and his associates recognized that the nutritional needs of
children were different from adults . Specifically, the youngsters needed
more fats in their diets, and the children got an extra meal at lunch time,
usually served in a public building or schoolhouse. Soon more that 2.5
million children and expectant mothers were receiving this additional
47
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meal daily. The CRB went one step farther and devised a specific cracker that included "fats, cocoa, sugar and flour, containing every chemical needed for growing children." The same children who got the extra
meal also received a cracker daily as well as a ration of stew and condensed milk. Hoover noted that the rate of illness and mortality among
the children of Belgium and France during the war had never been so
low. This means of feeding children was so successful that it was later
copied by many organizations both after the First and Second World
Wars, including the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), which
Hoover helped to organize at the end of World War II. 51
Robert Withington visited Belgium during the war and saw
much gratitude for the work of the CRB. "Everywhere one went, he
was overwhelmed with heartfelt expressions of gratitude from rich
and poor, from young and old. The very children in the little villages
waved their caps as the car with its C.R.B. pennant went by; in the
streets of Hasselt, where everyone seemed to know the Americans .
laboring men and peasant women saluted them as they passed. Time
and again people said to us, 'If it had not been for America, we should
all be dead. "' 52
School children stood up to greet the Americans and sang The StarSpangled Banner in their honor. They also sang, "Who is it that gives
us food to eat and warm clothes to wear? America! America!" Men and
women greeted the Americans with tears of gratitude in their eyes, and
the Catholic Cardinal, Desire-Joseph Mercier, suggested that a tablet be
placed on the door of every church, so future generations would always
remember Belgian Relief. The sign would read, "Remember the help
which America brought in the Terrible Years ." 53
The CRB also imported over fifty-five million pounds of such materials as clothing, buttons, thread, and needles. The most impressive
cottage industries in the occupied lands was the making of hand lace for
which the Belgian women were particularly famous. During the war, the
lace makers had no market. Not only were these women deprived of a
means of support, but the skill of making lace might be lost if the practice of producing it stopped . Belgian Relief paid the women to make
hand lace and keep their skills alive. The CRB retained the lace until the
51
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end of the war when it was sold and the money given to those who had
made it.54
Belgian Relief had its own version of the Ten Commandments
which included, "Feed the People Regularly, no matter what the cost in
energy, in compromise, in money; no matter the difficulty or the sore
discouragement; keep the food coming in; keep it going to the mouths
of all." The effort was so efficient that Vernon Kellogg observed, "that
no commune of all the 5,000 in the Belgian and French occupied territory missed for a single day its ration of bread, from the time the Americans came in until they went out, is sufficient evidence" of the success
of their efforts.55
Despite the impressive efforts from Belgian Relief, the amount of
food reaching the Belgians and French was still small, and "the food
value averaged 1,500 calories per day per person." That amount of food
was hardly sufficient for those at rest, and it was inadequate for anyone
who was active. Many men who still had jobs and went to work lost at
least ten to forty pounds, and they had to be supported by additional
food from their families. Some women also fainted in lines from lack of
food while waiting for their rations. 56
In the first two years of the war, the health of the Belgians overall
seemed to benefit from the simple but monotonous diet, but the situation
got worse during the winter of 1916-17 when bad weather hurt the crop
yields of both grain and potatoes in Belgium and Germany. This resulted in the "turnip winter" in Germany where many people subsisted on
the hearty vegetable that was usually only eaten by cattle but contained
few calories. To make matters worse, the waterways used by Belgian
Relief to deliver goods froze over for six weeks starting in February
1917 causing more difficulties in transportation. The situation was very
bad in the occupied countries where a marked increase in tuberculosis
was noted. In some areas behind the German lines the birthrates fell by
nearly fifty percent, while death rates rose by the same amount. Among
the elderly, the death rate doubled. 57 The amount of food from the CRB
was barely a subsistence, which supports the argument that Belgian Re54
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Feeble Belgian children being fed.
Courtesy: Withington, In Occupied Belgium.

lief saved the lives of many hundreds of thousands of people who would
have perished without it.
Hoover purchased food wherever he could get it for reasonable
prices, including from the United States, Canada, India, and Argentina.
Transportation was a big problem, and Belgian Relief needed about
sixty cargo vessels consistently in operation to deliver 150,000 tons of
goods each month to Rotterdam in the neutral Netherlands, so the materials could then be transported to Belgium and France. These ships were
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
43
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subject to attack by German submarines and allied aircraft during the
war, and Hoover finally got both the British and German governments
to agree to allow the ships to carry signs and banners which read, "Belgian Relief Commission," to ward off would-be attackers . Many of the
vessels ultimately quit flying any national flag, a most unusual practice.
Instead, they often flew a flag with C .R .B on it. The banners were nine
feet high and a hundred feet long, and the flags were usually fifty feet
high. 58
The seas were dangerous during the war, and prior to the German announcement of unrestricted submarine warfare on January 31,
1917, Belgian Relief had already lost nineteen ships, sixteen to mines
and three to accidental attacks by submarines. The German declaration
meant that all vessels in the waters around Britain were subject to attack. Within the first week of unrestricted submarine warfare, the CRB
lost two ships, the Euphrates on February 3, 1917 with the loss of the
entire crew save one man and the Lars Kruse on February 6 with no loss
of life. Belgian Relief was in a state of confusion at that time, and many
of its vessels were forced to remain in British ports and sell their food
there before it went bad.
In total, the CRB lost fourteen ships during unrestricted submarine
warfare. Eight were lost to submarines and the other six were sunk by
mines. From February to May, the monthly requirement of 150,000 tons
of food was reduced to 25,000 tons, and the Belgians suffered under
reduced rations . After the entry of the United States in the war on April
6, 1917 , Hoover and the Americans were no longer considered neutrals,
so the Dutch and Spanish took over feeding Belgium. They negotiated
successfully with the Germans, and the food deliveries were back to
normal in June 1917. The Dutch and Spanish continued to feed the Belgians until November 1919. By that time, Belgian Relief had delivered
more than five million tons of food. 59
During the war, Hoover crossed from Britain to Belgium forty
times on missions for Belgian Relief, and these journeys presented
many problems . The British and German authorities never fully trusted
the CRB , and Herbert often waited for four hours in line before he was
searched to the "skin" and was allowed to proceed. The trips were un58
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pleasant, and Hoover was "often seasick but that semi-comatose cond
tion has its advantage-it makes one oblivious to danger." 60 His life wa
in danger on several occasions during the war.
French and British planes bombed railway depots behind the line
throughout the war, inadvertently blowing up CRB food and supplier
to "nothingness." 61 Hoover witnessed one such air raid staged by the
Germans. In the winter of 1916, he was in a hotel overlooking Boulogne
harbor when German airplanes attacked it at midnight, and he got out of
bed to watch the searchlights, listen to the drone of aircraft, and hear the
explosions. "When suddenly the window was smashed in and I received
my only wound of the war. It was only a cut on the arm from flying
glass." He stated, "I got no wound stripe," which was a distinction given
to soldiers who had been wounded in the war. 62
In September 1916 Hoover was on a Dutch boat when he awoke
in the morning to face a German with a revolver telling him to keep
still. Herbert soon learned that the vessel had been seized by the Germans and taken to Zeebrugge, a village near Bruges, Belgium. A French
plane soon attacked the ship by dropping bombs, and one of Hoover's
companions "fell in a heap" after the first explosion, but the man was
not seriously wounded. The French aircraft made five passes in all each
time dropping another bomb. The first bomb had struck a barge fifty feet
away, but no other vessels were hit on the plane's additional runs .63
Vernon Kellogg and Hoover were visiting the Germans in 1916
when some staff colonels asked them if they wanted to see the battle
raging at the Somme River. The Americans were startled by the offer,
but "being of an inquiring mind," they accepted. British and French
forces began the Battle of the Somme on July 1, 1916, and the struggle
lasted until November l 8. It was one of the worst slaughters of the entire war. 64
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They traveled by automobile, with occasional shells falling nearby, to a hill overlooking the battlefield in the distance. At that point
the "constant rumble of artillery seemed to pulverize the air." Looking
through a pair of powerful binoculars, Hoover saw the "unending blur
of trenches, of volcanic explosions of dust which filled the air." He added, "Once in a while, like ants, the lines of men seemed to show through
the clouds of dust." The suffering caused by the battle was evident , "On
the nearby road unending lines of Germans plodded along the right side
to the front, not with drums and bands, but in the silence of sodden
resignation. Down the left side came the unending lines of wounded
men , the 'walking cases,' staggering among cavalcades of ambulances."
Hoover observed, "It was all a horrible, devastating reality, no romance,
no glory." He added, "Stupidity is an essential concomitant of war." 65
When the United States declared war on Germany on April 6,
1917, Hoover no longer represented a neutral nation, and his formal
position as head of Belgian Relief had to end. President Woodrow Wilson, already an admirer of Hoover, recognized his experience and skill
and placed him over the newly established U.S. Food Administration, a
position Herbert held until the end of the war. 66
However, Hoover's career as a humanitarian was still in its early
stages, and Belgian Relief was a starting point for many activities to
'allow. His skill in locating funds, finding food, and getting permission
J distribute sustenance would alleviate much suffering and save many
.nillions of lives . He founded the American Relief Administration in
1919 that was instrumental in getting food to the starving millions in
Central and Eastern Europe at the end of the First World War. Additionally, Hoover fed millions during the great famine in Russia in the years
1921-2.67 The Hoover Presidential Library has estimated that his efforts
saved the lives of 15 to 20 million children in these years. In the largest
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Hungry children in Poland, 1919.
Courtesy : Corne! College.

relief effort in history, Hoover was again instrumental in bringing food
to hundreds of millions of people at the end of the Second World War. 68
Never has any person alleviated as much suffering or saved as many
lives as Herbert Hoover.
No matter how praiseworthy his actions, Hoover disliked any
show of adulation or even the expression of gratitude from those he
helped, and the Belgians seemed to be disappointed by his avoidance
"of their heart-felt expression of gratitude." He often crossed the border
from Holland to Belgium quietly at dusk to avoid any fanfare, but somehow the local people learned of his arrival on one occasion. As Vernon
Kellogg observed, "All the next day, and for the remaining few days of
his stay there went on a silent greeting and thanking of the Commission's chief by thousands and thousands of visiting cards and messages
that drifted like snowflakes through the door of the Director's house."
68
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Hoover received thanks from Belgians of every class and condition,
including "engraved cards with warm words of thanks from the nobility and wealthy of Brussels; plainer printed ones from the middle class
folk, and bits of writing paper with pen or pencil-scrawled sentences on
them of gratitude and blessing from the 'little people.'" Each evening,
Vernon's wife, Charlotte Kellogg, brought these notes and set them on
the table in front of him. "He would finger them over curiously-and try
to smile."69
Albert I, King of the Belgians, offered Hoover a medal in 1916
to assure him of the devotion of the Belgian people . Hoover seemed
a bit embarrassed by the suggestion. "I explained my democratic feelings about such things, and he fully understood." The head of the CRB
stated later, "As to European decorations, I have a complete abhorrence
of all such toys. I do not want any distinctions of this kind whatever
and have often expressed myself to this end."70 Albert tried again to
give Hoover an honor in the summer of 1918 when the King offered
him the Grand Cordon of the Order of Leopold . Hoover explained that
he could not accept it, probably remembering that the US Constitution
does not allow government officials to receive titles from foreign countries . Perhaps to soothe hurt feelings, he explained that he wanted only
to be known as a friend to the Belgian people. Albert then created a new
honor for him "without ribbon or button or medal, and made Hoover its
only member." The King ordained him "Ami de la Nation beige." The
full title was "Citizen of the Belgian Nation, and Friend of the Belgian
People." 7 1
Hoover later allowed himself to be honored in other ways, and "I
did accept degrees from the various Belgian universities and the 'freedom' of many Belgian cities." These honors conveniently freed him
from paying hotel bills and also saved him money in local shops. 72 The
largest outpouring of gratitude came in September 1920 when Hoover
left Paris for the United States to pursue his political ambitions, and "I
received a deluge of letters and telegrams of appreciation." They came
from the heads of state from many countries, the people he worked with,
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and from the leaders of many religions, including Pope Benedict XV.
But the highest accolades came from the innocent and the weak. "The
most touching of all were the volumes which arrived over the years
containing literally millions of signatures of children, with their own
illustrations." 73 No one has ever done so much for humanity and earned
such well-deserved praise.

~ Brigham Young University
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Carla Kelly, ed. On the Upper Missouri: The Journal of Rudolph
Friederich Kurz, 1851-1852 (Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 2005). Paperback $24.95.
Rudolph Friederich Kurz (January 8, 1818-October 16, 1871) was
born in Langnau im Emmental located in the Bern Canton of Switzerland. His talents as an artist were cultivated from an early age, including
an extended period of study in Paris where he met the brilliant scholar
and explorer, Baron Alexander von Humboldt, and the renowned artist
Karl Bodmer. On retrospect, no great effort is required to understand
the influence of these early foundations on Kurz's deep attraction for
the sublime aspects of the American frontier. Of note is the influence of
the American wilderness on the minds and imaginations of fascinated
observers worldwide at the time .
Steeped in the classical traditions of European art and culture, and
nurtured in the pastoral beauty of the Swiss alpine countryside, Kurz
succeeded in fulfilling his boyhood dream of immigrating to America
to document, in artistic representation, the lives of the First Peoples
of North America. What began as an idyllic conceptualization of the
American frontier matured into a sensitive and thoughtful record of
a complex set of relationships that defined the fractious Midwest as
a nexus of North American international trade in the mid-Nineteenth
Century.
Kurz spent six years in America (1846-1852), during which time
he kept a journal documenting his impressions of the Indians, tradesmen, settlers, and wildlife of the region known as the Upper Missouri.
He supported himself in a variety of ventures within a thriving network of trade established by the American Fur Company (1823-1865) .
Kurz's journal and pictorial sketches of frontier life fill an important
niche within the canon of commentary on nineteenth century Americana, including the works of Hiram Martin Chittenden, the collected
works of LeRoy R. Hafen, John Ewers, Preston Holder, Charles Lapenteur, Edwin Thompson Denig, Francis Chardon, and Ray Mattison. On
the Upper Missouri: The Journal of Rudolph Friederich Kurz, 1851https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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1852 edited by Carla Kelly, is a skillful synthesis and retranslation of
Kurz's original manuscript. Kurz wrote in his native German language.
His notes remained with his personal collection in Bern, Switzerland
until their posthumous translation and publication in the Smithsonian
Institution Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 115 in 1937.
Carla Kelly's expertise as an employee of the Fort Union Trading
Post National Historic Site animated her effort to provide a legitimate
balance of updated material that would provide laymen and scholars
alike a firsthand immersion into the world of the nineteenth century fur
trader. Kurz's journal, no longer in print, is an exceptional account of
the American frontier. This abridged version creates a striking portrait
of a young man and European artist happily engaged in the commercial affairs of the upper Midwest. Kurz's brief tenure as a clerk at Fort
Berthold and Fort Union ( 1851-1852) gave him precious access to learn
about and to record the lives and affairs of the Indian cultures that he
admired . Perhaps more important in the eyes of current scholars are
Kurz's notes about the structure and economy of the fur trade and the
different levels of craftsmen employed in the network. The bourgeois ,
traders, clerks, interpreters, hunters, steamboat crews, skilled craftsmen , engages and voyageurs created working communities striking for
their heterogeneity and cultural diversity. In his narrative Kurz commented on the bewildering number of languages that were spoken on
the frontier lands populated by Indian natives, Americans , Canadians,
and Europeans. Courtesy, tact, and a shrewd respect for the trader's
bargain , driven by a universal delight in the trinkets of global exchange,
created a fusion of internal markets that transformed the lives of its participants despite the contradictions of assumed cultural inequality and
disenfranchisement.
While this abridged version of Kurz's journal is ideal for use in undergraduate programs of study, scholars interested in transatlantic comparative narratives will find that the earlier, fuller translation of Kurz's
journal, as translated by Myrtis Jarrell and edited by J. N . B . Hewitt,
strikes a rich and introspective counterpoint from which to interpret thf
American frontier just prior to the Civil War.

~ Victoria M. Breting-Garcia
Independent Scholar
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Rob Morris and Ian Hawkins. The Wild Blue Yonder and Beyond:
The 95 th Bomb Group in War and Peace (Sterling, Va.: Potomac
Press, 2012). 400 pp. Cloth $39.95.
The 95 th Bomb Group Memorial Foundation and its Unit History
Committee commissioned Rob Morris to research and write the history
of this American fighting company, which was the most highly decorated bomb group to participate in the Second World War. With this
book being a product of such a request, it is understandable that a reader
might worry that the author would pay homage to the group rather than
write an unbiased history. The pleasant surprise is that while this book
does praise the group's bravery, compassion, and sense of camaraderie,
it does not paint over its less endearing moments. The best example of
telling the raw truth occurs with the air raid on Miinster on October 10,
1943. The raid posed ethical dilemmas for the American bomber crews.
Until Miinster, the air corps had been committed to a concept of daylight precision bombing, limiting targets to military and industrial facilities . Miinster was different: they would hit the center of that city, the
homes of the working population of those marshaling yards. The aim
was to disrupt their lives so completely that the morale of those affected
would be so diminished their will to work and fight will substantially
reduce. Morris notes the pilots felt horrible-but they bombed civilians
anyway. The Miinster mission was their contribution to the battles of
Black Sunday.
The book is a collaborative effort between Rob Morris, a high
school history teacher, and historian Ian Hawkins, who read and vetted
every line. The end result is a work written with the enthusiasm of a
fan and the critical eyes of two historians. To tell the story of the bomb
group properly, the authors do not focus solely on the pilots. They also
tell the story of the small village of Horham, Suffolk, in East Anglia,
that became the bombing group's home in 1943. The relationship between the American airmen and English locals is well captured through
multiple anecdotes. They also make sure to tell the story of the ground
crews and all members of the 95 th • This was important to the men and
families who commissioned the book, as the group always held everybody on base played an important role. A great deal of space is also
given to the emotional toll on the wives left behind.
In detailing a history of the 95 th Bomb Group, Morris ties their
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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story to the larger narrative of the war, not only through discussion of
their role in the great offensives, but how downed and captured pilots
survived as prisoners of war. By far the most interesting part of the book
is dedicated to these men when they were taken prisoner of war, as 64
men of the group were interned in neutral countries, and 805 became
prisoners of war. Because Switzerland was officially neutral during the
war; American airmen landing there were not classified as prisoners of
war. Instead, they were internees, meaning they could not leave but they
were not subject to harsh confinement. Men fortunate enough to crash
in Switzerland lived out the war -in relative comfort in resort villages
high in the Swiss Alps. The authors carefully note that there were no
known examples of airmen crashing in Switzerland on purpose to avoid
the hardships of war. Prisoners of war in Germany endured much worse
conditions, but they could have been even more horrid compared to the
concentration camps that also existed in Germany at the time. Independent of interference of the more hard-core elements of the Reich, such
as the SS or Gestapo, the Luftwaffe administered the stalag lufts (air
prisons) camps, which housed only flying personnel. An unwritten code
of chivalry among fliers that went all the way to the top of the Luftwaffe
protected the airmen. Goring, himself a highly decorated fighter pilot in
the First World War, and most of those under his command went to great
lengths to protect captured airmen, to the point where even Jewish airmen who made it into the Luftwaffe's hands survived their POW experiences and returned after the war. As there was really nothing much to
do "inside the wire" boredom, hunger, and uncertainty soon became the
POWs biggest enemy. Rob Morris captures the anxiety associated with
such inactivity the same way he brings to life the whole book-dozens of
stories taken from hundreds of interviews and detailed research.

~ Candice Quinn
Received PhD from Marquette University
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Kevin D. Stringer. Swiss-Made Heroes: Pro.files in Military Leadership (Ashland, Ore.: Hellgate Press, 2012. 292 pp. Paperback
$17.95.
Dr. Kevin Stringer has brought a much needed look at some lesser-known aspects of history that helped shape the modern world. The
Swiss have an influence on world history that far exceeds their numbers
in population or their geopolitical status would indicate, but Dr. Stringer
has shed some light on nine individuals from the fifteenth to the twentieth century that helps explain the role of Switzerland in history.
Each reader will find favorites among the leaders profiled in SwissMade Heroes and there is enough detail to interest even seasoned historians. For example, the chapter on Captain Kaspar Roist explains the
existence of the Swiss Papal Guards who have served the Holy See for
over 500 years . Although Switzerland is associated with armed neutrality, the Geneva Conventions, and high-finance today, it is interesting to
note it had a long and successful history as a provider of mercenaries for
multiple centuries in European affairs. The long and famous mercenary
history accounts for the Swiss Papal Guards today, and Kaspar Roist's
willingness to fight to the death for the Vatican helps explain the trust in
the Swiss Guard's current and real-world security mission. Dr. Stringer
presents the stories of the main players of that time with enough detail
to engage any historian and encourage further interest in Switzerland's
amazing history.
North American history was significantly affected by Colonel
Henry Bouquet who served the British during the French and Indian
War from 1756 to 1763. His battlefield victories were decisive and
timely and his road-building successes led to a further opening of the
frontier areas of the British colonies following the war. An example of
Swiss influence in Twentieth Century United States history, and the rest
of the globe by extension, is the story of Admiral Edward W. Eberle
who was instrumental in making it possible for the United States Navy
to develop aircraft carrier technology and naval aviation in the 1920s
inter-war years. Without the decades of experimentation that Admiral
Eberle facilitated and by the time World War II began, the United States
would have been at a serious disadvantage in the War in the Pacific
1gainst Japanese naval forces.
Perhaps the best and most academic treatment in the entire book is
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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Dr. Stringer's chapter on Captain Henry Wirz who was Commandant of
the infamous Prisoner of War camp at Andersonville, Georgia, during
the American Civil War. During the Civil War, the prisoner exchange
cartel broke down and both the North and the South were forced to
deal with tens of thousands of prisoners of war. The South was suffering from an increasingly effective Northern blockade, and the care and
feeding of POWs suffered as a result. Captain Wirz was the only person
executed for war crimes after the Civil War. His history was largely
written from a Northern perspective since the victors almost always
write the historical accounts after a war, as the author puts it, Vae victis,
or woe to the vanquished. To Dr. Stringer's credit, he presents a balanced accou nt of a dark period in American history and discusses the
implications for modern cases of POW treatment that are in the news in
places like Iraq.
His accounts of General Hans Herzog and the humanitarian internment of the French Army during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871
fill a void in European history that needed filling . Later in the book,
his account of Major Max Waibel and the intermediary role the Swiss
played in the surrender of the German forces in northern Italy in the latter part of World War II bring to light another example of the Swiss role
in humanitarian actions during the height of the world's most destructive war so far. Finally, the explanation of how the Swiss avoided being
occupied during the entire length of World War II while surrounded by
belligerents is told very clearly and dramatically in the Chapter on General Henri Guisan.
Dr. Stringer has researched the Swiss-Made Heroes to quite an
impressive extent and brought forth some of the best historical reading I
have done in years. Swiss-Made Heroes is a well-written, readable, and
well-researched historical book that is a great addition to any scholar's
library. If there was one improvement to be made, it would be to have
some maps available in the various chapters to help put the events so
well described in the geopolitical context of their times and places.

~ R. Edward Shelor
Georgia Military College
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Thomas K. McCraw. The Founders and Finance: How Hamilton,
Gallatin, and Other Immigrants Forged a New Economy (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2012). Cloth $35.00.
In 1789, thirteen independent states became a nation, but one lacking any sense of national purpose. The economy of the former colonies
remained overwhelmingly agricultural and, despite their having ratified
a federal constitution , the first loyalties of most individuals were to their
states. Many also feared that an empowered central authority would
lead to a return of monarchy and a class-based society.
In The Founders and Finance , Thomas McCraw explores how
America found its common purpose through the establishment of a diversified economy. The author introduces an intriguing thesis that it was
a handful of foreign born and educated Americans whose knowledge of
the intricacies of credit-based finance provided the premise upon which
the many became one. Using a biographical format, the author assesses in
depth the contributions of the two men he credits with being the architects
of what was to become the most prosperous free market economy the
world has ever known: Alexander Hamilton and Albert Gallatin.
Hamilton, though orphaned in the Caribbean at age nine and largely self-taught, was so brilliant that by fourteen he held a responsible
position with an export company. He learned not only the fundamentals
of international business, but also self-reliance. His keen insight led
not only to a thorough understanding of the British colonial system,
but how much more prosperous the islands would have been had they
united . As America's first Secretary of the Treasury, Hamilton 's goal
was to create the common interest necessary to unite the states into
one nation . By nature he was bold, assertive and proud , traits that did
not combine well with an equally quick temper, but they were just the
qualities needed to convince an inexperienced legislature to adopt his
visionary plan. The system he created was the foundation of "creditbased capitalism," which McCraw describes as "the most productive
economic system ever devised .. ."
Born in Geneva but orphaned early in life, Albert Gallatin too
learned the lessons of self-reliance . Raised by a wealthy spinster, he
combined a brilliant intellect with an iron work-ethic to get the most
out of his education. When he immigrated to America at age nineteen,
his understanding of European finance was at least as sophisticated as
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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that of Hamilton. His fundamental nature, however, was very different.
Though confident and assertive, he was tactful, and where Hamilton
was inclined toward vanity, Gallatin was modest, even self-effacing.
His talents were so evident that despite living on the western frontier
of Pennsylvania, Gallatin was consistently elected to positions of local
leadership and finally to the U.S. Congress, where he became a leader
of the opposition against Hamilton's bold plans even earning fame for
being one of the few capable of understanding them. Although Gallatin
feared Hamilton's aggressiveness in expanding the power of the federal
government and military, he agreed with the objective of a diversified
economy. With Thomas Jefferson's election in 1800,Albert Gallatin became the third and, to date, longest-serving Secretary of the Treasury.
His skills of tactful persuasion were so formidable that he was able
to obtain the support of his agrarian President for initiatives that built
upon Hamilton's vision of a diversified economy. His intellect, modesty
and tact combined to make him indispensable as a diplomat. Nothing
demonstrated that more dramatically than his leadership of the American delegation that settled the War of 1812 on terms that anticipated
America's growth in wealth and power.
McCraw concludes that both Hamilton and Gallatin were visionaries. However, Hamilton's dream centered on America taking its place
in the nexus of Europe and England, while Gallatin viewed America's
expansion westward as the key to its future prosperity.
The author's use of biography is an effective vehicle for maintaining a clear line of focus for a highly complex subject matter, which
might have been lost in a topical-analytical approach. This combined
with a surprisingly clear writing style make this work readily accessible
to a wide audience. Documentation is meticulous and incorporates characteristics of a bibliographic essay. Sources are well-balanced between
primary and secondary, leaving one with the impression that very few
stones were left unturned.
In distinguishing between the parochial bias of the native-born and
the nationalist vision of foreign-born architects of our national economy, Thomas McCraw has made a significant contribution to understanding the origins of the American economy and adds an important if not
critical chapter to the historiography of the early national period.
~L.B. (Bud) Kuppenheimer
Independent Scholar
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Sara K. Barker, ed. Revisiting Geneva: Robert Kingdon and the Coming of the French Wars of Religion (St. Andrews, U.K.: Center for
French History and Culture of the University of St. Andrews, 2012).

This volume, consisting of seven essays, honors Robert M. Kingdon (1927-2010) and his pioneering work on sixteenth century Geneva.
Beginning in 1956 with the publication of Geneva and the Coming of
the Wars of Religion in France , 1555-1563, this American scholar profoundly shaped the historiography of this Reformation city.
In the first essay, Andrew Pettegree notes that Kingdon 's work
triumphed in three ways. First, his book did "revolutionize the study
of Calvin and Calvinism" by investigating ecclesiastical and secular
sources beyond the writings of Calvin himself. Secondly, Kingdon understood the significant role played by French religious exiles in their
native land. Thirdly, Kingdon was one of the progenitors of the new
social history (p . 6-7).
Karin Maag's contribution on the recruitment and training of pastors focuses on alternatives to obtaining a pastor from Geneva. The
dearth of ministers led to " vagabond ministers" intruding into pastorates . Congregations also tried to adapt by expanding the role of lay
leaders-deacons and elders-to include ministerial duties.
Philip Conner challenges the idea of a Genevan hegemony over
the Protestant church in France. While acknowledging Geneva's essential role in fostering the missionary enterprise , Conner argues that local
churches felt free to be flexible in their particular circumstances. But
Conner believes that "congregationalism"-that is , congregational participation in the selection of ministers and members of the consistorywas the most serious threat to the Genevan church order.
One noteworthy minister who followed his own path was Pierre
Viret, whose experiences in Switzerland's Pays de Vaud shaped his
ideas of church polity. But beyond particular individuals, Conner stresses that there was a geographical divide, in which the congregations in
the north, including around Paris, received much attention from Geneva- largely because of the struggle for survival in the wake of the St.
Bartholomew's Day Massacre (1572), while the congregations in the
south were allowed to find their own way.
Conner concludes that recent historiography has shown that French
Protestantism is far less uniform than what had initially been thought.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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Hugues Daussy argues that Calvin reached out to the elites so that
the movement would survive in hostile France. The best and brightest
of the pastors were "sent to infiltrate the aristocratic houses to convert
the family to Calvinism" (p . 39) . The politicizing of the Huguenot party
included not only attempts at peaceful persuasion, but also armed rebellion and an international dimension through the recruitment of Protestant princes from other lands. This politicization was not merely the
result of pressures from within France, but was fostered by Calvin and
Geneva's Company of Pastors.
Andrew Pettegree writes on the influence of Genevan publications
on the Wars of Religion. There were three pillars of Geneva's printing
industry : Calvin's works; the vernacular Bible; and the metrical Psalter. However, after a couple of decades of dominating the printing of
Reformed works written in French, in 1560, there was a significant
drop, to 25% of the total published that year-a third of what it had been
the year before. Pettegree attributes the precipitous fall to three factors:
the need for shorter supply lines; the relative safety for Paris printers to
publish these works; and impatience by French Reformed churchmen
with the cautious approach of the Genevan leadership.
Jeffrey R. Watt highlights the roll of the Consistory in Calvin's
Geneva. Discipline, he writes, is of the essence of the Reformed Church.
In Geneva, the Consistory often focused on matters of marriage, since
that is a fundamental institution. Ecclesiastical minutes tell of domestic
violence; wife-beaters were often censured. But whether crimes were
involved or not, "the Consistory felt duty-bound to nurture healthy rapports among family members, at times laying the blame on one party
but seeking above all reconciliation" (p. 77) . Watt notes that barring a
person from the Lord's Table was not unique to Calvinistic Protestants,
but is found, for example, among the Lutherans. He opines that the Consistory "was actually a much more intrusive institution than the Roman
Inquisition and had the ability to effect greater change on contemporary
society." He also suggests "that the Consistory of Geneva was more
akin to the Catholic confessor than the inquisitor," since "the Consistory often resembled mor~ a form of mandatory counselling service than
a tribunal per se" (p . 83).
William G. Naphy's contribution deals with Genevan historiography since the 1960s. In his view, it is now possible to write on Geneva and treat Calvin almost incidentally. This new approach owes its
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development to Kingdon's pathbreaking pen. "Kingdon's work began
a process of leaving behind the few great men and their writings and
delving into the lives and records of 'lesser men'. In so doing Gene van
history has ceased to be just the history of the city to become the history of its peoples. The result is that early modern Genevans-both men
and , more importantly, women-are increasingly seen and heard to be
surprisingly 'modern"' (p. 98).
This volume should benefit those interested in the interaction between Geneva and France during Calvin's day. It continues the insights
gleaned from social history, which gives texture to history-as long as
the broad , overall view is not forgotten.

~ Frank J. Smith
North Georgia College and State University
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Robert Douglas Smith and Kelly DeVries. The Artillery of the Dukes
of Burgundy, 1363-1477 (Rochester: The Boydell Press, 2005). 377
pp. Hardback $45.00.
From the 1360s to the 1470s, the Valois Dukes of Burgundy increasingly employed artillery in both siege warfare and head-on battles.
For over a century, these four dukes integrated gunpowder weaponry
into different military units, forging the way for other European powers to quickly determine where such weapons would be most successful. In 1476, however, a large Swiss confederation defeated Charles the
Bold, capturing the majority of Burgundian artillery. Twenty-three of
the twenty-seven surviving pieces still reside in Switzerland in various
museums, and their loss was a devastating blow to the Burgundians
who had come to rely fairly heavily upon gunpowder technology in
certain military situations . In The Artillery of the Dukes of Burgundy,
1363-1477, Robert Douglas Smith and Kelly De Vries detail the dukes '
accumulation of artillery pieces and proliferation of their use in battle .
Smith and DeVries question past ideas about the manufacture and use
of gunpowder weapons, challenge "established" dates when many powers obtained and how they began regularly employing these weapons in
battle, and ultimately aim to use contemporary narratives, documentary
sources, and surviving artillery examples to create a framework for the
development of gunpowder weaponry in Europe through the fifteentr
century.
The book is split into four sections: a summary of gunpowde
weaponry from "the earliest times" to 1500, an examination of the mili
tary aspects of the four dukes' military reigns, an overview of the different types of gunpowder weapons, and an illustrated catalogue of the
surviving weapons. Smith and DeVries' primary aim is to correct decades of often misleading work on the history of gunpowder technology
that more modern enthusiastic artillery operators produced with practical knowledge of modern gunpowder technology rather than through
an examination of contemporary sources . These works tend to attribute
much more 14th century military success to the use of artillery than is
shown in the records Smith and De Vries examine. These successes were
often credited to leaps in gunpowder technology that were not necessarily bona fide revolutionary advances, as seen by the example of French
victories in the Italian Wars, beginning in 1494. Francesco Guicciardini ,
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writing in 1754, credited these successes to new types of artillery, iron
cannonballs, and light, fast carriages drawn by horses, all of which had
been in use for at least half a century
By tracing in detail the role that gunpowder weapons played in the
reigns of Philip the Bold (1363-1404), John the Fearless (1404-1410),
Philip the Good (1419-1467), and Charles the Bold (1467-1477), as
well as briefly discussing the reign of Mary, Charles ' daughter, the authors are able to trace the dates and ways in which the Burgundians used
canons and bombards, both in battles and siege warfare . Developments
appear to be slow until the early fifteenth century, and the weapons
gradually became larger and more numerous. By the end of the fifteenth
century, the Burgundians, and many of their adversaries, had fully developed artillery units in their armies.
Though the authors do discuss Burgundian-Swiss relations, beyond
a twenty-page section on the final battles of Charles the Bald and the
capture of Burgundian artillery weapons, the book does little more than
touch upon the Swiss' role in the employment of Burgundian artillery.
One aspect of the Swiss-Burgundian Wars (1474-1477) that Smith and
De Vries clear up is why the Swiss entered the fray against Burgundy in
the first place . Richard Vaughan and other historians who have looked
at the wars have generally done so solely from the Burgundian perspective. More recent Swiss scholars, however, view the Swiss involvement
as proceeding from their desire for territorial expansion, rather than
as a reaction to Burgundian expansion. Smith and DeVries discuss the
battles of Grandson (during which some of the Burgundian artillery was
captured and removed to Nidau), Lausanne, Murten (where the Swiss
took much of the rest of the artillery), and Nancy, tracing how ineffectively Charles employed his artillery, ultimately costing him his life.
Despite all this book does for the field of gunpowder studies, the
authors fail to describe when, how, and where gunpowder technology
entered Europe, instead choosing to merely trace its spread after arrival.
For the study of Swiss-Burgundian military interactions , however, this
will suffice, and Smith and DeVries' detailed examination of Charles '
decisions in battle against the Swiss Confederation proves both important and compelling to those both inside the field of Swiss studies and
out.
~ Kelsey Ransick
University of Delaware
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss2/12
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